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After the Hypnerotomachia Poliphili (Venice, 
1499), perhaps the most beautiful of illustrated books 
is Francesco Marcolini’s Le Sorti intitolate giardino di 
pensieri (Venice, 1540), which translates as “the for-
tunes” – or perhaps better – “the lottery, entitled the 
garden of thoughts.” In his Lives, Giorgio Vasari ex-
claimed, “who can see without marveling the works 
of Francesco Marcolini of Forlì?” and singled out the 
Sorti as the printer’s master-work in book designing. 
The book is an elaborate game of fortune-telling, in 
which a player chooses one of fifty questions and 
uses cards to progress to allegories, philosophers, 
and answers. Vasari, understandably, was most im-
pressed by the woodcuts: a striking title page, a fine 
portrait of Marcolini, and two sets of fifty small wood-
cuts representing the allegories and philosophers. 
These were designed by Giuseppe Porta Salviati, 
with his master, Francesco Salviati, possibly contrib-
uting the portraits of philosophers. The answers, as-
signed to the fifty philosophers, are written in tercets, 
forty-five for each answer.

Enter Lodovico Dolce (ca. 1510-1568), the busi-
est of the poligrafi, versatile vernacular writers who 
fed Venice’s insatiable presses by turning their 
pens to editions, translations, letters, treatises, dia-
logues, histories – whatever sold. Thanks to Ronnie 
Terpening’s study, Lodovico Dolce: Renaissance 
Man of Letters (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1997), English-language readers now have access 
to the career during which Dolce put his name on 358 
books (roughly sixty translations, two hundred edi-
tions of other authors, nearly one hundred editions 
of his own). His contribution to Le Sorti comes late 
in the first stage of his career; during the 1530s and 
early 1540s he assisted Pietro Aretino as an editor 
and translator, while establishing his own name on 
the literary scene. In 1542, he joined Gabriel Giolito, 
becoming the primary editor-writer for this press; but 
the friendships formed in the 1530s – with Aretino 
himself and, from Aretinos inner circle, the artist 
Titian and the printer Marcolini – endured. The sub-
title of Marcolini’s book, “giardino di pensieri,” would 

seem to acknowledge one of Aretinos dialogues 
set in Marcolini’s own garden, wherein, as Amedeo 
Quondam has shown, the private space allows the 
free exchange of ideas without the oppression of 
court and church.

The present edition of Dolce’s terzetti is the work 
of the indefatigable and meticulous Paolo Procaccioli, 
who already has edited the six volumes of Aretino’s 
letters and the two volumes of letters written to 
Aretino. He seems intent on expanding out to the en-
tire sphere of Aretino’s connections, having already 
edited an attack by his enemy, Anton Francesco Doni, 
and now verses by his compare Doni. Procaccioli’s 
introduction, arguing that Doni should be regarded 
as Marcolini’s collaborator in producing the book, re-
views the attribution of the tercets to Doni; places the 
volume in the tradition of the vernacular Libro delle 
sorti (book of chance or fortune); and considers the 
topical implications of the verses, including political 
and religious dimensions. He discusses the differenc-
es between the 1540 and 1550 editions and provides 
an analysis of the copy text. The text of the tercets is 
lightly but pertinently annotated and has a listing of 
emendations and variants. An appendix returns us to 
the game of chance with a helpful listing of the ques-
tions appropriate for men (thirteen), those for wom-
en (thirteen), and those open to both (twenty-four). 
These are, Lina Bolzoni has noticed in The Gallery of 
Memory (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2001; 
reviewed in SCJ 33/[002]: 1226-28), not surprisingly 
somewhat sexist in their resolutions.

Unusually for these cost-driven times, the edition 
is handsomely and attractively produced on good-
quality paper. The publisher announces an in-press 
volume of Studi per le “Sorti”, which should further 
contextualize Procaccioli’s editorial work here. Since 
the concept of Marcolini’s “garden” is more visual 
than verbal, the desideratum that remains is a fac-
simile edition with full apparatus. Meanwhile, we can 
be grateful to the editor and publisher for this advance 
in our understanding of a remarkable and interesting 
cinquecento book.


